Preface
This workshop is the first meeting to focus on the challenges that the machine translation (MT) and summarization communities face in developing valid and useful evaluation measures. Our aim is to bring these two communities together to learn from each other's approaches.
Prior ACL workshops on evaluation have had as their central focus a core computational task (e.g., word sense disambiguation, parsing), a genre (e.g., dialogue, multi-modal interfaces), a computational technique (e.g., unsupervised learning, finite state models), a resource (e.g., parallel texts, WordNet), or a process (e.g., reading comprehension, question-answering). This workshop, in clear contrast, has as its central focus the examination of evaluation measures, or "meta-evaluation" as Dan Melamed has noted.
The initial impetus for this workshop came at the biennial meeting of the Association for Machine Translation in the Americas (AMTA) held at Georgetown University in September 2004, when the following question arose in a discussion session: "Why isn't recall a part of MT evaluation the way that it is for summarization evaluation?" Several of us continued this discussion afterwards and proposed to convene together again more formally to address this question and other evaluation challenges that both the MT and summarization communities have been tackling.
We wish to thank Bonnie Dorr and Ed Hovy, in particular, for their encouragement and contributions in shaping the initial workshop proposal and the subsequent call for papers. Boyan Onyshkevych, Barb Wheatley, Donna Harmon, and Judith Klavans also provided insightful comments in the proposal writing phase of the workshop that helped guide and focus the topics we chose to address.
We also would like also to thank several others. Charles Wayne, Joe Olive, Donna Harmon, Hoa Dang, Lori Buckland, and Chris Cieri were critical in helping make the datasets available to workshop participants. Jason Eisner and Philipp Koehn, ACL publications chairs, provided us invaluable assistance in preparing the proceedings.
Many thanks also to the Program Committee and additional reviewers who graciously spent time with a short schedule to review submitted papers and provide valuable feedback. We have an exciting program for which we thank the many authors who submitted their research papers.
Excerpts from Call for Papers
This one-day workshop will focus on the challenges that the MT and summarization communities face in developing valid and useful evaluation measures. Our aim is to bring these two communities together to learn from each other's approaches.
In the past few years, we have witnessed-in both MT and summarization evaluation-the innovation of ngram-based intrinsic metrics that automatically score system-outputs against human-produced reference documents (e.g., IBM's BLEU and ISI/USC's counterpart ROUGE). Similarly, there has been renewed interest in user applications and task-based extrinsic measures in both communities (e.g., DUC'05 and TIDES'04). Most recently, evaluation efforts have tested for correlations to cross-validate independently derived intrinsic and extrinsic assessments of system-outputs with each other and with human judgments on output, such as accuracy and fluency.
The concrete questions that we hope to see addressed in this workshop include, but are not limited to:
• How adequately do intrinsic measures capture the variation between system-outputs and humangenerated reference documents (summaries or translations)? What methods exist for calibrating and controlling the variation in linguistic complexity and content differences in input test-sets and reference sets? How much variation exists within these constructed sets? How does that variation affect different intrinsic measures? How many reference documents are needed for effective scoring? • How can intrinsic measures go beyond simple n-gram matching, to quantify the similarity between system-output and human-references? What other features and weighting alternatives lead to better metrics for both MT and summarization? How can intrinsic measures capture fluency and adequacy? Which types of new intrinsic metrics are needed to adequately evaluate non-extractive summaries and paraphrasing (e.g.,interlingual) translations? • How effectively do extrinsic (or proxy extrinsic) measures capture the quality of system output, as needed for downstream use in human tasks, such as triage (document relevance judgments), extraction (factual question answering), and report writing; and in automated tasks, such as filtering, information extraction, and question-answering? For example, when is an MT system good enough that a summarization system benefits from the additional information available in the MT output? • How should metrics for MT and summarization be assessed and compared? What characteristics should a good metric possess? When is one evaluation method better than another? What are the most effective ways of assessing the correlation testing and statistical modeling that seek to predict human task performance or human notions of output quality (e.g., fluency and adequacy) from "cheaper" automatic metrics? How reliable are human judgments?
Anyone with an interest in MT or summarization evaluation research or in issues pertaining to the combination of MT and summarization is encouraged to participate in the workshop. We are looking for research papers on the aforementioned topics, as well as position papers that identify limitations in current approaches and describe promising future research directions.
To faciliate the comparison of different measures during the workshop, we will be making available data sets in advance for workshop participants to test their approaches to evaluation. Although the shared data sets are separated, we would encourage participants to apply their automatic metrics on both data sets and report comparative results in the workshop.
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Shared Data Sets
Shared Data Set for MT Evaluation:
The shared data set consists of the 2003 TIDES MT-Eval Test Data for both Chinese-to-English and Arabic-to-English MT. For each of these two language-pair data sets, the following is provided:
• The set of test sentences in the original source language (Chinese or Arabic)
• MT system output for the set of sentences for 7 different MT systems • A collection of 4 reference translations (human translated) into English • Human judgments of MT quality (adequacy and fluency) for the various MT system translations of every sentence. Each sentence was judged by two subjects, each of which assigned both an adequacy score and a fluency score, in the integer range of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Shared Data Set for Summarization Evaluation:
The summarization shared data set consists of four years' worth of data from past Document Understanding Conferences (DUC) including:
• Documents • Summaries, results, etc.
-Manually created summaries -Automatically created baseline summaries -Submitted summaries created by the participating groups' systems -Tables with the evaluation results -Additional supporting data and software
